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CLASH-VLT: the survey

Rosati et al. 2014, The Messenger 158, 48

redshift
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CLASH-VLT: the survey

Rosati et al. 2014, The Messenger 158, 48
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(courtesy Italo Balestra)

The clusters Abell 209 and MACS 1206 in RA, Dec, redshift

(dots: galaxies with a CLASH-VLT spectroscopic redshift;
 red: members, blue: interlopers along the line-of-sight)

redshift
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

redshift

0.2 0.4 0.6

A209: ~1100 cluster menbers with z

M1206: ~600 cluster menbers with z
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The clusters Abell 209 and MACS 1206 in projected phase-space
(rest-frame velocities vs. clustercentric distances)

Filled (grey/black) dots: cluster members; open dots: interlopers

r200

r200

A209, <z> = 0.21
M200 = 1.6 1015 M⊙ (h=0.7)

M1206, <z> = 0.44
M200 = 1.4 1015 M⊙ (h=0.7)
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The samples of cluster members

SED fitting (Subaru BVRcIcz' photometry) with MAGPHYS (Da Cunha et al. 2008):
→ Galaxy stellar masses

For galaxies without  zspec determine zphot using neural network method (Brescia et al. 2013)

Correct for: 

● incompleteness of the photometric sample
● contamination by interlopers in the photometric sample

A209: Sample complete down to log M* / M⊙= 8.6 
          1916 members (zphot or zspec)
          1580 passive (814 zspec)

M1206:  Sample complete down to log M* / M⊙= 9.5
             1363 members (zphot or zspec)
               846 passive (352 zspec)

zspec
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Black: spec members
Red: phot spurious members
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Density profiles
(1) Total mass density profiles: from strong+weak gravitational lensing 
                 analysis by the CLASH (Postman et al. 2012) collaboration 
                 (A209: Merten et al. 2014; M1206: Umetsu et al. 2012)

(2) Number density profiles: corrected for incompleteness and contamination

(3) Stellar-mass density profiles: M*-weighted number density profiles 

Consider passive galaxies only (better statistics)

All profiles de-projected assuming spherical symmetry 
(via non-parametric numerical Abel-inversion or parametric modeling of 2D profile) 
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

Shading: 
cosmic value of the stellar mass fraction 
at the cluster <z> (Muzzin+13)

A209
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

→ Dynamical friction:
    massive galaxies loose kineticmassive galaxies loose kinetic
          energy to the diffuse DM particlesenergy to the diffuse DM particles
          and concentrate near the cluster centerand concentrate near the cluster center

A209
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

→ Dynamical friction:
    massive galaxies loose kineticmassive galaxies loose kinetic
          energy to the diffuse DM particlesenergy to the diffuse DM particles
          and concentrate near the cluster centerand concentrate near the cluster center

→ Tidal destruction:
    galaxies are lacking in the centergalaxies are lacking in the center

A209
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

→ Dynamical friction:
    massive galaxies loose kineticmassive galaxies loose kinetic
          energy to the diffuse DM particlesenergy to the diffuse DM particles
          and concentrate near the cluster centerand concentrate near the cluster center

→ Tidal destruction:
    galaxies are lacking in the centergalaxies are lacking in the center

→ Dynamical friction+Tidal 
    destruction: galaxies are more 
      massive  near the cluster center 

A209
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

Shading: 
cosmic value of the stellar mass fraction 
at the cluster <z> (Muzzin+13)

M1206
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

M1206

→ No dynamical friction:
    no evidence of massive galaxiesno evidence of massive galaxies
          segregation at the cluster centersegregation at the cluster center
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

M1206

→ No dynamical friction:
    no evidence of massive galaxiesno evidence of massive galaxies
          segregation at the cluster centersegregation at the cluster center
    

→ Tidal destruction:
    galaxies are lacking in the centergalaxies are lacking in the center
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Ratios of density profiles

distance from cluster center (=BCG position)

stellar-mass density profile

number density profile

total-mass density profile

number density profile

stellar-mass density profile

total-mass density profile

M1206

→ No dynamical friction:
    no evidence of massive galaxiesno evidence of massive galaxies
          segregation at the cluster centersegregation at the cluster center
    

→ Tidal destruction:
    galaxies are lacking in the centergalaxies are lacking in the center

→ Tidal destruction: 
     low-mass galaxies are destroyed 
      near the cluster center 
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Orbits of passive galaxies in two stellar-mass ranges

Invert the Jeans equation to obtain the velocity anisotropy profile given:

● the projected number density profile of cluster galaxies (observable)
● the line-of-sight velocity dispersion profile of cluster galaxies (observable)
● the cluster mass profile (derived from lensing)

see Binney & Mamon (1982), Solanes & Salvador-Solé (1990), Dejonghe & Merritt (1992)

Mass profile Velocity dispersion 
profile along  the 
radial direction, r

3D number 
density profile

Velocity 
anisotropy 
profile

Velocity dispersion 
profile along  the 
tangential directionσ σ

observer

cluster
center

x

galaxy

The velocity anisotropy profile The velocity anisotropy profile ββ(r) is related (r) is related 
to the elongation of the velocity ellipsoid andto the elongation of the velocity ellipsoid and
hence to the orbits of cluster galaxies:hence to the orbits of cluster galaxies:
ββ>0: radially elongated, >0: radially elongated, ββ<0: tangential, <0: tangential, ββ=0: isotropic=0: isotropic
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Orbits of passive galaxies in two stellar-mass ranges

(Solanes & Salvador-Solé 1990)

Observables
I(R), p(R)

M(r) +

(r)

via a lot of
smoothing,
differentiation,
integration
...
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Orbits of passive galaxies in two stellar-mass ranges

A209 High-mass galaxies move
on mostly radial orbits
(as DM particles in cluster-size
 halos from cosmo. sims)

Low-mass galaxies move on Low-mass galaxies move on 
tangential orbits near thetangential orbits near the
cluster centercluster center

Low-mass galaxies: log M* / M⊙< 10.0      High-mass galaxies: log M* / M⊙≥ 10.0 

→→  Tidal destructionTidal destruction: : Low-mass galaxies on radial orbits have small Low-mass galaxies on radial orbits have small 
pericenter, so when they pass near the cluster center they are destroyed pericenter, so when they pass near the cluster center they are destroyed 
by the strong tidal effects due to the cluster gravitational potentialby the strong tidal effects due to the cluster gravitational potential

Mamon, Biviano, Murante 2010 349 high-mass
465 low-mass
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Orbits of passive galaxies in two stellar-mass ranges

High-mass galaxies move
on radial orbits, more than
those in A209:

→ → Isotropization 
of the galaxy orbits with time?

(as suggested by Biviano &
 Poggianti 2009, based on
 the ENACS and EDisCS
 samples)
Related to the increasing
“dynamical entropy” of the
cluster as it undergoes
several mergers?

Low-mass galaxies move on Low-mass galaxies move on 
tangential orbits near thetangential orbits near the
cluster centercluster center

Low-mass galaxies: log M* / M⊙< 10.5      High-mass galaxies: log M* / M⊙≥ 10.5 

→→  Tidal destructionTidal destruction: : Low-mass galaxies on radial orbits have small Low-mass galaxies on radial orbits have small 
pericenter, so when they pass near the cluster center they are destroyed pericenter, so when they pass near the cluster center they are destroyed 
by the strong tidal effects due to the cluster gravitational potentialby the strong tidal effects due to the cluster gravitational potential

Mamon, Biviano, Murante 2010 

M1206

216 high-mass
136 low-mass
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Conclusions
Analysis of projected phase-space distributions of cluster galaxies give clues
on their evolution. Two CLASH-VLT clusters fully analyzed so far, z=0.21 and z=0.44.
Unprecedented number of spectroscopic cluster members at these z (~1100 and 600)

Total, number, and stellar-mass density profiles show:

● excess of stellar mass relative to total mass near the cluster center in 
   z=0.21 cluster but not in z=0.44 cluster
   (dynamical friction in low-z but not in high-z cluster, timescale ~2 Gyr?)

● lack of galaxies near the centers of both clusters
   (tidal destruction of low-mass galaxies)

Velocity-anisotropy profiles show:Velocity-anisotropy profiles show:

● tangential orbits near the cluster centers for low-mass galaxiestangential orbits near the cluster centers for low-mass galaxies
    (low-mass galaxies on radial orbits are tidally destroyed)(low-mass galaxies on radial orbits are tidally destroyed)

● radial orbits for high-mass galaxies, more radial in z=0.44 than in z=0.21 cluster
   (orbital isotropizaton may be caused by repeated cluster-group mergers)(orbital isotropizaton may be caused by repeated cluster-group mergers)

TO BE CONFIRMED in 2016  with more clusters from CLASH-VLT  
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(part of) The CLASH-VLT team (in Napoli in 2014)

Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!
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